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1> What is a group of whales called? 
 

2> Why don't spiders get caught in their own webs? 
 

3> What percent of animals that have previously lived on the earth are now 
extinct? 

 

4> Which of these factors determines the gender of an alligator - Temperature, 
the Father or there is no factor, it is a surprise? 

 
5> What shape are a goats pupils? 

 
6> Which of these may shatter when dropped - A beetle, a fly or a tarantula? 

 
7> Which of these is the most poisonous - A poison dart frog, a viper or a 

tarantula? 
 

8> Which of these cats is the biggest in the world - A lion, a jaguar or a tiger? 
 

9> How many glasses of milk can one cow produce in its lifetime? 
 

10> Which of these has blue blood? Lobsters, Monkeys or Mosquitoes? 
 

 
 

Answers:  
 

1> A pod - A group of whales is called a pod. A pod can range from 3 to over 100 
whales!  

2> They have oily legs - They have self oiling legs. The oil keeps them from 
sticking to their own webs, though it will not necessarily keep them from getting 

stuck in another spiders web.  
3> over 90 percent - Many of the animals/ creatures became extinct before man 

was even on the earth.  
4> Temperature - Temperature is the main factor in determining the gender. 

When the alligator eggs are incubated at around 80 degrees, the gator is a 
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female. When the eggs are incubated around 90 degrees, the gator is male.  

5> Rectangular - A goats pupils are rectangular. This allows for better night vision 

and it also helps the goats to see almost the whole way around without even 
moving its head.  

6> A tarantula - The correct answer is a tarantula. Since its exoskeleton is on the 
outside, when the spider is dropped , it can shatter and die.  

7> A poison dart frog - A poison dart frog is the most poisonous animal in the 
world. They are bright colored to warn predators of their poison.  

8> A tiger - A tiger is the biggest cat in the world. They can be over 9 feet long 
and weigh over 500 pounds!  

9> Over 200,000 - The answer is over 200,000! Cows must have a calf to 
produce milk!  

10> Lobsters - The answer is lobsters! Monkeys have reddish blood, much like 
humans and mosquitos have yellowish blood! 
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